The surgical operations of shoulder joint are guided by various principles: osteosynthesis in the case of fracture, osteotomy in order to correct a deformation or to modify the functioning of the joint, or implementation of articular prosthesis. At the end of the twentieth century, many innovations in the domains of biomechanics and orthopedic surgery have been performed. Nevertheless, theoretical and practical problems may appear during the operation (visual field of surgeon is very limited, quality and shape of the bone is variable depending on the patient). Biomechanical criteria of success are defined for each intervention. For example, the installation with success of prosthetic implant will be estimated according to the degree of mobility of the new articulation, the movements of this articulation being function of the shape of the prosthesis and of its position on its osseous support. It is not always easy to optimize the preparation of the surgical operation for every patient, and a preliminary computer simulation would allow helping the surgeon in its choices and its preparation of the intervention. The techniques of virtual reality allow a high degree of immersion and allow envisaging the development of a navigation device during the operating act.
Introduction
The context of this work is related to the operation of the replacement of shoulder articulation by a prosthesis. The substitution of the articulations of the knee and the hip by prostheses is a procedure which succeeds well. On the other hand, the case of the prosthesis of shoulder is much less obvious. The main cause of failure of the positioning of the prosthesis is related to the anatomy of the shoulder1. The visual field of the surgeon is very limited during the operation because a small incision is carried out on the patient to limit the damage to surrounding tissues. Consequently, only the sleeve of the scapula and the humeral head are exposed. The goal of this work is the development of a virtual reality system in order to simplify the preoperative and peroperative work for surgeons when substituting the shoulder articulation by prosthesis. To reach this goal, different steps have been identified:
• Modelling the bones of human shoulder from available medical images of the patient.
• Simulation of the operation from this model called virtual object (preoperative virtual surgery).
• Designing of a real-time augmented reality system for peroperative work.
The Fig. 1 describes the proposed method to reach the presented goal. Figure 1 . Towards a computer-aided surgery system for the shoulder prosthesis placement.
State of the art
The purpose of the virtual object in each CAS (computer aided surgery) application is to provide a realistic representation of the bony structures or organs that are involved in the intervention. Acquisition of virtual objects (VOs) may be achieved either preoperatively or intraoperatively. Approximately a decade ago, the first computer assisted orthopaedic surgery (CAOS) systems were introduced based on preoperatively acquired CT scans. The advantage of such a system is that it offers excellent contrast between bone and soft tissue. Moreover, the acquired images are geometrically undistorted and thus no sophisticated calibration is required. These advantages make CT images superior to MRI as preoperative VOs, although the latter method has clear advantages in terms of the patient's radiation exposure. Some efforts have been made to overcome MRI-related difficulties [2, 3] , but CT remains the method of choice for preoperative imaging for CAOS applications. Another drawback of preoperative VOs led to the introduction of intraoperative imaging modalities. The bony morphology may change between image acquisition and performance of the actual surgical procedure. Consequently, the VO may not necessarily correspond to the therapeutic object, leading to unpredictable inaccuracies during navigation or robotic procedures. This effect can be particularly problematic for traumatology in the presence of unstable fractures. To overcome this difficulty, the use of intraoperative CT scanning has been proposed4, but the infrastructural changes required for implementation of this approach are tremendous, often involving considerable reconstruction of a hospital's facilities5. An alternative approach is the use of established intraoperative imaging modalities. Several research groups have developed navigation systems based on fluoroscopic images [4, 5] . The fluoroscope is a well-established device in orthopaedic and trauma treatment, and could therefore be integrated into CAOS systems more easily than intraoperative CT. In contrast to CT, however, images generated with a fluoroscope are usually distorted due to a number of factors. To use fluoroscopic images as VOs therefore requires calibration of the fluoroscope, which involves the attachment of marker grids to the image intensifier and the tracking of its position and orientation with the navigator during image acquisition [6, 7] . The resulting real-time visual feedback provided by the navigation system is similar to the use of the fluoroscope in constant mode. This technique is therefore also known as ''virtual fluoroscopy'' [8] . Although only 2D projections are available and the images usually lack contrast when compared to preoperative CT, the advantages of fluoroscopybased navigation preponderate for a number of clinical applications. Recently, a novel imaging device has been developed [9] that enables the intraoperative generation of 3D fluoroscopic image data. It consists of a motorized, isocentric C-arm that acquires series of 50-100 2D projections and from them reconstructs 13x13x13 cm volumetric datasets that are comparable to CT scans. Initially advocated primarily for surgery on the extremities, this ''fluoro-CT'' has been adopted for use with a navigation system and has already been applied to several anatomic areas (see Clinical fields of application below). One major advantage of the device is that it combines the availability of 3D imaging with intraoperative data acquisition. A final category of navigation systems functions without using any radiological images as VOs.
Instead, the tracking capabilities of the system are used to acquire a graphic representation of the patient's anatomy by intraoperative digitization. Using any tracked instrument, the spatial location of anatomic landmarks can be recorded. Combining the obtained points into lines and surfaces will generate, step by step, an abstract model of the geometry. As this model is generated by the operator, the procedure is known as ''surgeondefined anatomy'' (SDA). The technique is particularly useful when soft tissue structures such as ligaments or cartilage boundaries are to be considered that are difficult to identify on CT or fluoroscopic images. Moreover, some locations can be acquired without direct access by a digitizing instrument. For instance, the center of the femoral head, which is an important landmark during total knee replacement, can be reconstructed from recorded passive rotation of the leg around the acetabulum. However, the generated images are often rather abstract and not easy to interpret. Sati et al. [10] suggested underlaying a preoperative X-ray to facilitate orientation, but precise matching of the two image spaces turned out to be difficult. An alternative concept is provided by the so-called bone morphing technique [11, 12] . This process uses a database of generic 3D statistical computer models of bones and a set of specific points that are acquired with the SDA technique. Analyzing the recorded data enables the system to select the bone model from the data pool that best matches the patient's morphology. A special morphing algorithm then deforms the selected model three-dimensionally until it fits the acquired points as perfectly as possible. As a result, a realistic virtual model of the structure to be operated on can be presented and used as a VO without any conventional image acquisition.
In our work, we started with the idea that CT scans are not always available, so our shoulder model can be parameterized using X-rays or CT. For the application, it is not necessary to perform accurate modeling of a real shoulder joint: a model based on simple forms is sufficient for measuring the prosthetized shoulder.
Shoulder anatomy
The shoulder is a set of joints which allow the hand to orient on a wide area of space; this volume is greater than a halfsphere. It is the most mobile joint in the body but this great mobility have a corollary: a big instability that provides most of mechanical pathologies. The shoulder is composed of the humeral head and the articular cavity of the scapula or glenoid, covered by the articular cartilage. The scapula extends to form the bony excrescence: the acromion surrounds the shoulder from backward to forward to form its roof, and the coracoid is forward (Fig. 2) . 3 Digital mock-up
Comparison of different techniques for shoulder modelling
With respect to the final application (computer-assisted surgery), different criteria are necessary in order to determine the best possible modelling method:
• Parameterizable surface, which allows us to adapt the surface to the morphological characteristics of the patient,
• Parameter type, because a surface ruled by physical parameters consents to deform the model morphologically which is not the case with mathematical parameters, • Logical operators, because the surface has to allow logical operations to ease the subsequent virtual surgery. Different techniques from the literature have been implemented and evaluated ( [13] to [23] RBF, Kohonen maps and simple-form modeling methods are parametric representations. Nevertheless, for RBF and Kohonen maps, the parameters are purely mathematics and do not represent any anatomical information (such as the diameter of the humeral head or the length of the humerus). Moreover, it seems quite difficult to determine anatomical information by combining the mathematical parameters of these representations. All the other methods are nonparametric so that the shape and size of the reconstruction can hardly be adapted to the patient morphology unless a morphing algorithm is applied. The chosen modelling method is the simple-form one. In that model, the bones of the shoulder are represented by simple forms, such as quadrics, planes and so on, that can be handled with a very few parameters. It has been already stated that the data provided by the surgeon are sufficient to parameterize this kind of model. Furthermore, logical operations as subtraction or intersections can be easily computed on quadrics and planes so that the drilling and cutting can be simulated on the model and a virtual operation can be considered. It is important to notice that the model is used in the context of the replacement of the bones articulation by a prosthesis articulation. In our case, the inverse prosthesis which is the DUOCENTRIC prosthesis is installed. Then, for the application, it is not necessary to perform a fine model of a real shoulder articulation. The simple-form model is sufficient for the application. The simple-form model proposed is composed of quadrics, boxes and Dupin supercyclids for the links between different forms. For instance, the humerus is mainly made of a sphere and a cylinder [24] . A Dupin supercyclid is added to ensure the continuity and completeness of the model and the bicipital groove is modelled by carving a cylinder into the humeral head. The scapula is composed of planes, ellipsoids, cylinders and so on. The complete model will be detailed and the link between relevant parameters and simple form parameters that legitimates our choice will be stated.
Then, only 14 main parameters are necessary to compute a model adapted to the morphology of the patient. In accordance with orthopaedists [25] , the parameters of interest described in the Table 2 have been chosen. 
Extraction of the parameters of the simple-form model
The goal of the system is to provide a full system to extract parameters of the chosen model in a simple way. More precisely, the system has to be able to extract parameters from radiological images. For that, a procedure is studied by the surgeons to make the useful radiological images. To validate the method of extraction, a system has been developed to extract parameters from scanner images.
The proposed approach consists in the automatic (or sometimes supervised) extraction of relevant parameters from various medical images (CT slices, X-ray images, radiological images).
Extraction from CT slices
In this following example we show the extraction of the humerus retrotorsion angle. The measure of the retrotorsion angle consists in measuring the angle between the humeral head axis and the epicondylar axis, this measure is made automatically, our soft made scrolling CT-scans of the patient with some processing. Afterward, the cards of the distances of Danielsson allow us to determine on all CT-scans a maximum radius which defines the humeral head as well as the minimum radius representing the humeral cylinder. We joint these two centers in order to determine the axis of the humeral head. The last slice of the CT-scans which finished at the elbow allows us to define epicondylar axis. By means of these two lines, we define the retrotorsion angle. The following table resume the extraction of some parameters (semiautomatic extraction) from CT slice :
Parameters
Extraction process Humeral radius : -Extraction of luminance. -Thresholding.
-Mathematical morphology operations (isolate in the image the interest areas: particle filter and holesfilling).
Width of the glenoid cavity :
-The glenoid is extracted from the image. -Computes the extremities along a direction (blue points in the figure).
-The line joining these extremities is drawn, and the center is computed (red point).
-The center of the scapula is estimated by detecting the center of mass of the scapula.
-After the others process, finaly the Width of the glenoid cavity is computed (half of the white line along the glenoid cavity on the last figure) .
Position of the bicipital groove with respect to the epycondylar axis :
-We made scrolling CT-scans of the patient with some processing.
-The maps of the distances of Danielsson allow us to determine on all CT-scans a minimum radius representing the humeral cylinder.
-We select the center of the bicipital groove.
-The last slice of the CTscans which finished at the elbow allows us to define epicondylar axis.
-The line between the center of the minimum humeral cylinder and center of the bicipital groove is the desired measure. Table 3 : Some relevant parameters extracted from CT slices.
All others extraction of parameters are supervised.
Extraction from the X-ray images
In this following example we show the extraction of the humeral head. We have radiographic images in JPEG. These Xrays allow extracting the wished parameters. A judicious choice of the plans of radiographic grips is necessary. The extraction is made in a supervised and semiautomatic way, because the parts composing the joint overlap, what makes difficult the automatic extraction of the parameters which interest us. Furthermore, due to the bad quality of the luminosities, operations of treatment of image can be very complex. The measure of radius of the humeral head will be made in supervised way. The user will have to click three points the edge of the humeral head. The measure of the desired radius will be made in an automatic way from these three points. The following table resume the extraction of some parameters (supervised and semiautomatic extraction) from X-ray :
Parameters
Extraction process Rotation angle of the plane carrying the coracoid with respect to the vertical : -We chose the back view of X-rays shoulder.
-We draw three lines. -The software measures the two desired angles.
Height of the acromion plane :
-We chose the frontal x-rays shoulder.
-We chose three points (pink points).
-The software join the two points and draw the red line.
-The half distance between these two points and the the third pink point is the height of the acromion plane (bold white arrow). Table 4 : Some relevant parameters extracted from X-ray images.
Validation of our model
In order to validate our simple-form model, we have register this model with a humeral and scapula models from 3D scan (clouds of points from resine bone and real bone). The surgeon considered that errors are not strategic for future application of the model. The registration is made by software called RapidForm, after choose 3 points from our two models. 
For humerus :
We mesured the error between a humeral model and our humeral parametric model equivalent. The figure 8 show this error in the histogram error. The error on the humeral head is arround 1mm (the blue color), for the surgeon this error are not important. The others parts of the humerus are not important in the operating process. 
For scapula :
We mesured the error between a scapula model and our scapula parametric model equivalent. The figure  9 show this error in the histogram error. The error on the glenoid area is arround 2mm (the blue color), for the surgeon this error are not important. The others parts of the scapula are not important in the operating process. 
Pre operative simulation
The digital mock-up of the shoulder articulation with the CAD model of the prosthesis is used to perform a simulation of the surgery operation. A collision detection algorithm between the prosthesis and bones is added in order to measure the mobility of the articulation with respect to the position of the prosthesis and the morphology of the patient. The optimal positioning of the prosthesis can also be deduced from that. Logical operations as subtraction or intersection can be easily computed on this simple model so that the drilling and cutting operations can be simulated on the model and a virtual operation can be considered with real time performance in a PC calculator (Fig. 11) . According to the placement of the prosthesis in the bones, the movements of prosthesis articulation can be simulated as shown in the following figures (Fig. 12) . The simulation of the movements helps the surgeon to optimise rotation torque of the arm.
In function of the relative position of the prosthesis in the bones, the surgeon can verify the mobility and the feasibility of his operation. Note that the position of the support of the glenoid can also be changed to obtain other mobility results.
Hence, the surgeon can test the best position of the prosthesis, propose different scenarios and save them in order to use them in real-time during the operation. The Table 5 The trunk and deltoid muscle are not modelled which leads to erroneous results. In our future work, the trunk will be modelled as an obstacle and deltoid as a muscle.
Conclusion
The paper presents a guided tool for the planning of prosthesis surgical operation. Our goal was to develop a model of shoulder specifically designed for the application of the replacement of shoulder articulation by prosthesis. The model, validated by the surgeon, is based on the use of simple forms. Then, unnecessary details of the articulation for this application, which are strongly dependant of the patient, are not represented. The model is adapted for each patient because of its parameters which can be extracted from scanner images or radiological images. The model is very light and can be manipulated very easily. Virtual surgery can be performed interactively. As a future work, the 3D model and virtual surgery system will be integrated into a real-time augmented reality device which will be constituted of the spatial positioning of the patient (bones) and surgeon (tools), the registration of the simple model and the real bones of the patient and the development of an ergonomic control interface. If some parameters of our models are fixed by an anatomical study we could reduce the parameters the models. The modeling of the trunk , muscles and tandons wich allow us to use the anatomical DUOCENTRIC™ . This simple form modeling can be used to modeling others articulations or organs
